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God Bless America by Disney Records – Molly Ringwald
Choreo: Joe J. VanHorn, 3118 E 42nd St, Des Moines, IA 50317
Email: jjvscc1@aol.com; Website: www.cloggers.cjb.net

Intro:
16 Beat Wait  
Left foot lead
Begin in column of pairs, facing front.

8 Clogs Move forward or on stage.
8 Clogs Cloverleaf away to form two separate circles
8 Clogs Both circles, circle up.
8 Clogs Both circles, form an arch on the outer side of the circle 

and the leaders dive through this arch, split and form two 
circles.  End now has 4 circles.

8 Clogs All 4 circles, circle up.
4 Clogs The right two circles open to one line facing the other 

circles.
4 Clogs The left two circles open to one line facing the other line.
4 Clogs The two line come together to alamo line.  The original 

pairs catch right hands and left hand with another person.
2 Brush Forward & Clog Back
8 Clogs Rotate the line 1/4 to the right.  Remain holding hands in 

alamo.
2 Clogs Turn ½ by the right.
2 Clogs Turn ½ by the left.
2 Clogs Turn ½ by the left.
2 Clogs Turn ½ by the right.
4 Clogs Those that are facing the back turn ½ to the right to face 

front and all hold hands down the line.
4 Brushes
4 Clogs The ones that did not just turn around will move forward to 

form a line in front of the others.  Hands go to hips as soon 
as the two lines split.

1 Stomp & 3 Heel Clicks Left arm goes out and down.  Fingers spread wide.
1 Stomp & 3 Heel Clicks Right arms does the same.
7 Heel Clicks Arms go up and cross right in front of the left on six, on 

seven pop arms apart, leaving them up and out.  Remember 
fingers spread wide open.

Count of 4 Hands then go behind backs and turn to exit floor.


